Fishery Conservation and Management
all golden crabs on board. See
§ 622.250(a) regarding the prohibition of
sale of female golden crabs.
(c) Snapper-grouper aboard a golden
crab vessel. South Atlantic snappergrouper may not be possessed in whole,
gutted, or filleted form by a person
aboard a vessel fishing for or possessing golden crab in or from the
South Atlantic EEZ or possessing a
golden crab trap in the South Atlantic.
Only the head, fins, and backbone (collectively the ‘‘rack’’) of South Atlantic
snapper-grouper may be possessed for
use as bait.
§ 622.246

Area closures.

(a) Golden crab trap closed areas. In
the golden crab northern zone, a golden
crab trap may not be deployed in waters less than 900 ft (274 m) deep. In the
golden crab middle and southern zones,
a golden crab trap may not be deployed
in waters less than 700 ft (213 m) deep.
See § 622.241(b)(1) for specification of
the golden crab zones.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 622.247

Landing golden crab intact.

The operator of a vessel that fishes in
the EEZ is responsible for ensuring
that golden crab on that vessel in the
EEZ are maintained intact and, if
taken from the EEZ, are maintained
intact through offloading ashore.
(a) A golden crab in or from the
South Atlantic EEZ must be maintained in whole condition through
landing ashore. For the purposes of
this paragraph, whole means a crab
that is in its natural condition and
that has not been gutted or separated
into component pieces, e.g., clusters.
(b) [Reserved]
§ 622.248

Authorized gear.

(a) Traps. Traps are the only fishing
gear authorized in directed fishing for
golden crab in the South Atlantic EEZ.
Golden crab in or from the South Atlantic EEZ may not be retained on
board a vessel possessing or using unauthorized gear.
(b) Buoy line or mainline. Rope is the
only material allowed to be used for a
buoy line or mainline attached to a
golden crab trap.

§ 622.250
§ 622.249 Gear restrictions
quirements.

and

(a) Maximum trap sizes. A golden crab
trap deployed or possessed in the South
Atlantic EEZ may not exceed 64 ft3 (1.8
m3) in volume in the northern zone or
48 ft3 (1.4 m3) in volume in the middle
and southern zones. See § 622.241(b)(1)
for specification of the golden crab
zones.
(b) Required escape mechanisms for
traps. (1) A golden crab trap that is
used or possessed in the South Atlantic
EEZ must have at least one escape gap
or escape ring on each of two opposite
vertical sides. The minimum allowable
inside dimensions of an escape gap are
2.75 by 3.75 inches (7.0 by 9.5 cm); the
minimum allowable inside diameter of
an escape ring is 4.5 inches (11.4 cm). In
addition to the escape gaps—
(i) A golden crab trap constructed of
webbing must have an opening (slit) at
least 1 ft (30.5 cm) long that may be
closed (relaced) only with untreated
cotton string no larger than 3⁄16 inch
(0.48 cm) in diameter.
(ii) A golden crab trap constructed of
material other than webbing must have
an escape panel or door measuring at
least 117⁄8 by 117⁄8 inches (30.2 by 30.2
cm), located on at least one side, excluding top and bottom. The hinges or
fasteners of such door or panel must be
made of either ungalvanized or
uncoated iron wire no larger than 19
gauge (0.04 inch (1.0 mm) in diameter)
or untreated cotton string no larger
than 3⁄16 inch (4.8 mm) in diameter.
(2) [Reserved]
(c) Restriction on tending traps. A golden crab trap in the South Atlantic EEZ
may be pulled or tended only by a person (other than an authorized officer)
aboard the vessel permitted to fish
such pot or trap or aboard another vessel if such vessel has on board written
consent of the owner or operator of the
vessel so permitted. A vessel with written consent on board must also possess
a valid commercial vessel permit for
golden crab.
§ 622.250 Restrictions
chase.

on

sale/pur-

(a) A female golden crab in or from
the South Atlantic EEZ may not be
sold or purchased.
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